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An electron accelerated through a voltage of 1 volt acquires 
an energy of 1 electron-volt (eV)
Cathode ray tube TV accelerates  electrons to ~ 20,000 eV
Large Hadron Collider accelerates protons to 7,000,000,000,000 eV
i.e. 7 Tera eV

Each proton goes around the ring over 11,000 times a second
Proton travel at 99.9999991% the speed of light
Protons collide in 4 locations about 600 million times a second
300 trillion protons in the beam

Head-to-head collisions at 14 Tera eV

LHC amazing technologyLHC amazing technology

The fastest racetrack on the planet:



The emptiest place in the Solar system:

To avoid spurious collisions, protons travel in vacuum as empty
as interplanetary space

The accelerator is 27 km long, with a total of 9300 magnets.
1/8 of its cryogenic distribution would qualify as the largest 
fridge in the world.
All magnets pre-cooled to 80K with 10,000 ton of liquid nitrogen
Then cooled to 1.9K with 120 ton of liquid helium 

LHC amazing technologyLHC amazing technology

The largest machine in the world:



LHC amazing technologyLHC amazing technology

The hottest spot in the galaxy:

When two beams of ions collide, they generate temperatures
more than 100,000 times hotter than the heart of the Sun and
concentrated within a minuscule space

For proton collisions
The energy of proton beam is greater than 0.3 GJ
i.e. family car traveling at 1000 mph



The World Wide Web @CERNThe World Wide Web @CERN

1992: the first browser for the
World Wide Web

http://line-mode.cern.ch/www/hypertext/WWW/TheProject.html

1989: WWW project was born at CERN to meet the demand of 
automatic information-sharing



In 1999 it became clear that the computing power required
for LHC was far beyond the funding capacity of CERN….

Data Centre and Distributed Computing

Computing @CERNComputing @CERN



Particle Detectors @CERNParticle Detectors @CERN

From Bubble Chamber…

…to LHC …



Army of women scanners 

Now: all automatic !

Years later:
my PhD: 10,000 images



Cherenkov Cherenkov detectordetector

photon Electron

Photocathode

Time resolution
σ(K time)= 70ps

NA62@CERN



NA62 Cherenkov Detector

And electronics



Trigger @CERN: the electronic brainTrigger @CERN: the electronic brain



NA62@CERN control roomNA62@CERN control room

Detector Expert Trigger Expert Run Coordinator



LHCb LHCb WomenWomen



CERN Diversity policy: appreciating differences, fostering equality, 
promoting collaboration.
Aims at achieving an optimally diverse workforce and a work environment 
that reflects the diversity, with the creativity and innovation that comes with it.

About 20% of CERN community is women. CERN wants to improve it.

Equality Policy: 
Recruitment: talent sourcing, selection practice  
Career and leadership development programmes
Awareness and support

International Day of Women and Girls in Science
Gender in Physics Days
Open Days

Projects with school, locally and internationally 

Equality and Diversity @CERNEquality and Diversity @CERN



Personnel @CERNPersonnel @CERN









Variety of jobs @CERNVariety of jobs @CERN



Women @CERN technologyWomen @CERN technology



Dr Verena Kain
PhD in accelerator physics

2007-2012: 
Engineer in Charge in
Operations Group at LHC

2013-now: SPS Coordinator

Accelerator womenAccelerator women



Prof Fabiola Giannotti

2009-2013: 
ATLAS Project Leader
2012: Announced the 
discovery of the Higgs boson

2016-present:
CERN Director General

CERN Director GeneralCERN Director General



Physicists and Public EngagementPhysicists and Public Engagement



Thank you !

Questions ?




